In this paper we prove the following existence and uniqueness theorem for the nonlinear complementarity problem by using the Banach contraction principle. If T : K -»• H is strongly monotone and 2 2 lipschitzian with k < 2a < k +1 , then there is a unique y (. K , such that Ty € K* and {Ty, y) = 0 where H is a Hilbert space, K is a closed convex cone in H , and K* the polar cone.
Introduction and statement of the theorem
Let H be a real Hilbert space and l e t K be a closed convex cone in H with the vertex at 0 . The polar of K i s the cone K* , defined by K* = {y € H : (x, y) 2 0 for every x t K.) .
A mapping T : H •*• H is said to be monotone on K if
{Tx-Ty, x-y) > 0 for a l l x, y Z K and s t r i c t l y monotone if s t r i c t inequality holds whenever x t y . T i s called strongly monotone if there is a constant a > 0 such that (Tx-Ty, x-y) > e||ar-j/|| . T i s said to be lipschitzian if there is a constant k > 0 such that ||Tx-7!/|| 5 fe||a;-zy|| for a l l x, y € H whenever x ? y , and a contraction if 0 < k < 1 .
The purpose of this note i s to prove the following existence and uniqueness theorem for the nonlinear complementarity problem. 
Proof of the theorem
Since K is a nonempty closed convex set in H , for every y t K there is a unique x € K closest to y -Ty ; that i s , \\x-y+Ty\\ < \\z-y+Ty\\ for every z € K . Let the correspondence y i ->• x be denoted by 6 . Let z be any element of K and l e t 0 5 X 2 1 . Since K is convex,
Then 7z is a twice continuously differentiable function of X and
Since x is the unique element closest to y -Ty , we must have h'(0) > 0 , and therefore 
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